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Does anybody know how to enable /mainta Hi, The idea is that all the prerequisits are installed prior
to playing the game. This is the progress: I am still working on installation. The game opens as it is
meant to open (the installer). The Prerequisite: For some reason the wsxdocker is not installing. The
Prequisite Package: It is installed and the error message is gone. But I am getting the same error
message. " The file wsx.pm is missing.Please check the Prerequisites and that the required Perl
component is installed on your system. Thank you for your help. James 01-19-2013, 09:21 AM I have
a game that is unplayable due to that wsxdocker error message. Can anyone please help with this?
Thanks Virumandifullmovieshd1080p 01-19-2013, 12:20 PM I will do my best to help. Where is that
error displayed? Can you provide the specific error message? Could you provide the (complete)
fullscreen.log from your tutorial? Thanks for your Help! James 01-19-2013, 01:33 PM "The file
wsx.pm is missing.Please check the Prerequisites and that the required Perl component is installed
on your system." It has been more
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